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There is no precise example of the birth of a folk song. It is just there. The
beginning of a folk song was probably spontaneous and much later written down. It
was performed to bring attention to an experience or a situation noted by a
performer. In the Middle ages minstrels would travel performing before an
informal audience and with the lyrics much like a news report telling perhaps of a
death or what might have happened in a distant village or any item that might be of
interest to their audience. A later version of folk songs would be the American
Negro Blues. The birth of a folk song is a process of oral transmission. Folk songs
include most every theme imaginable. In America, a country settled thousand years
after European culture, folk songs were based on English or Scottish folk songs.
Once such is "St. James Infirmary."
St James Infirmary- c 1928 (See page 28 for music)
This song has been traced back to an 18th century English folk song “The
Unfortunate Rake”. This old folk song evolved into other adaptations such as “The
Streets of Laredo.” Also mentioned is the relationship of "Rakes of Mallow." The
themes are suited to the country in which it was used but speaks of similar themes.
The copyright was given to Joe Primrose (pseudonym for Irving Mills) in 1929. It
was given, not for composition, but for ownership.
In its American version it involves a man telling someone at Joe’s bar how he
visited St. James Infirmary (the hospital system now Charity Hospital in New
Orleans). (Personal note: My mother as a young woman worked at Charity Hospital
then called Hotel Dieu.) He tragically found his girl there dead. There have been
attempts at locating the site of St. James Infirmary and even Joe’s bars but have not
come up with definite locations.
Streets of Laredo – (Cowboy’s Lament), "The Unfortunate Rake," and "St. James
Infirmary."
This is the story, in song, of a cowboy that met a violent death. The city of
Laredo is found in southern Texas. Scholars say that it is based on a 17th century
Irish ballad that was about a soldier who died of syphilis. It was entitled “The
Unfortunate Rake and dates from the 1790s. There are many versions of this ballad.
One is located at the St. James Hospital. Alan Lomax, the folk scholar states that the
song spread to America around 1830 and was entitled “The Bad Girl’s Lament.”
There is a rowdy sailor’s version entitled “Wrap Me Up in My Tarpaulin Jacket.”
The song “The Unfortunate Rake” survived on its own right and was the inspiration
for the song “St. James Infirmary.” Lumberjacks had their own version entitled
“The Wild Lumberjack.”
Francis Henry Maynard claimed he was the author and wrote the words to
the “Cowboy’s Lament” in 1876 when he was employed by the Kansas-Indian
Territory railroad line. It is said to be based on the song “The Dying Girl’s Lament
and changed the scene from the hospital to a barroom in Dodge City. Later the
location was moved to Laredo.
Baxter claimed authorship of ‘St. James Infirmary and published the song in
1925 but did not copyright it. He had some litigation over his composing the song
and said he composed it and called it ‘The Gambler’s Blues’. He said a New York
publishing house picked it up. A1 and A2 contain the same music. B contains a
new melody. C1 is 8 bars that lead to C2 which is like A1 and A2. This is really
just a jazz tune labeled a Blues. It does have a Blues mood.
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She’ll be Coming ‘Round the Mountain
This song is believed to have been composed in the late 1800s. It first appeared in
Carl Sandburg’s The American Songbag in 1927. This song, like many was based on an
old Negro spiritual When the Chariot Comes. As with many folk songs the lyrics are in
flux and this tune spread throughout the Appalachians. It has the element of many Negro
songs, a type of call and response.
It is not pointed out in the song just who the ‘she’ refers to. One view is that ‘she’
is a train. Another view, that of Carl Sandburg suggests that ‘she refers to union organizer
Mary Harris ‘Mother’ Jones. Finally the old spiritual might be referenced in relation to
the ending of the world.

Buffalo Gals
This song was first published under the name of “Lubly Fan” in 1844 by the
minstrel John Hodges. As was the practice the minstrels often altered the lyrics to play
to a certain audience. Some may recognize the tune from the 1944 recording which was
called “Dance with the Dolly, with the hole in her stocking.” The song has been used in
numerous Movies and TV shows
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The Yellow Rose of Texas
There is no date as to the year that the song was written or by who the composer
or lyrist were. It is said that the lyrics concern a slave named Emily Morgan. She was a
slave owned by a Colonel James Morgan of New Washington, Texas. She is said to have
been captured by Santa Anna’s soldier and brought to his tent where it is said that she
entertained him and because his attempt was not on the battle he didn’t put his troops on
alert and this caused the Mexicans to be caught by surprise.
Much of the story is Texan legend. Her real name was Emily D. West and she was
a housekeeper at the New Washington Association’s hotel.
There is a manuscript (dated 1836) of the song in the A. Henry Moss Papers in the
Center for American History at the Univ. of Texas at Austin. The color yellow was used
at this time to describe people of mixed-race origins (a light skinned Negro was called a
‘high yellow.’ Some scholar’s believe the song was written by possibly by one of
Morgan’s slaves as the manuscript contains a number of misspelled words and poor
penmanship making more likely that an uneducated person was the author. It was first
copyrighted in 1858. It is said that it was written for vaudeville performer Charles H.
Brown. Since its origin the song has periodically come back to popularity, the most
popular was the rendition by Mitch Miller in 1955.
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Blue Tail Fly
This song was also known as Jimmy Crack Corn is an old minstrel song in the
1840s. The lyrics are about a slave’s lament over his master’s death. A blue-tail fly is
most probably a variant of the horsefly. Some horseflies have a blue-abdomen, hence the
name. Some accounts attributed the song to the minstrel Dan Emmett. The song might
indeed have its origin as an African American origin. “Jimmy Crack Corn and I don’t
care” mostly certainly meant something cheap or shoddily built. And of course ‘corn’ is
an old euphemism for ‘corn whiskey.’ ‘Cracking’ is generally meant as a process of
making whiskey. Others say ‘crack’ refers to an old English term ‘gossip. The most
accepted meaning of the song is the cracking of a whip by the overseer when he caught
slaves making whiskey. The communist Pete Seeger thinks that the song is a reference to
something very bad. The slave is the song rejoices that his master is dead. ‘Jim-a-long
was used as an expression that meant ‘get-a-long.’
While at Gettysburg, Abraham Lincoln was said to have asked for it to be played.

The Foggy, Foggy Dew
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`This song tells of a young man who has a young maiden stay at his home to keep
her from the foggy, foggy, dew. The maiden gets pregnant, has a boy and then leaves.
One of the verses speaks of the man now older and when he looks at his son he thinks
about the fair maiden. Burl Ives, who made the song popular in the 1940s, was once
jailed for singing the song in public as his version deemed it a bawdy song. Its origin like
most folk songs is in dispute, some saying it is a late 18th or 19th century revision of
“When I First Came to Court, from about 1689. There are a few lyrics that differ and it is
thought that there is a metaphor that the word foggy dew is a symbol of chastity.
The Happy Wanderer
This song was written shortly after World War I by Priedricyh-Wilhelm Moller.
While it has often been taken as a folk song it is an original piece by Molkler. First done
as an encore at a music festival the BBC Radio aired the performance and the song
became an instant hit. The Obeernkirchen Children’s Choir many of the children war
orphans also gained fame singing the song and became an international phenomenon
even appearing on the Ed Sullivan TV show. The German lyrics were replaced by lyrics
written by Antonia Ridge.

Good Old Mountain Dew
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This song was written by Bascom Lamar Lunsford a lawyer who was defending
his clients in criminal cases involving moonshine. The song mentions the virtues of home
brewed alcohol and its effects of various individuals.
There is a Tavern in the Town
This song is about a person who laments her lover who had courted her ardently
but he goes to another tavern and courts others while she is pining for him. She
anticipates dying and being buried. The song is by an unknown composer but bears a
resemblance to the song ‘Butcher Boy.”

Five Hundred Miles
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This is a modern folk song being popular during the 1960s folk revival. It is a
lament by a traveler who is far away from his home and has no money and is reluctant to
return home. It is said to have been written by Hedy West who had heard her mother sing
the tune to her and seems to be related to another folk song ‘900 miles,’ which is said to
have been a southern fiddle tune called “Reuben’s Train.” The first recording was in
1961 by the Journeymen.
The Girl I left Behind
The origin of this song is clouded in mystery. One source stated that it went as far
back as Queen Elizabeth’s reign. It is said that the piece was played whenever a British
regiment left for other destinations or a British Navy man-of –war left port. It is also
linked to Admiral’s Hawkes was watching the French fleet off the coast of England. It
became known in American as early as 1650. It gained popularity during the
Revolutionary War.
Bob Dylan first heard the song when a man named Wilbur from South Dakota
played it for him. Alan Lomax writes that ‘the man in the song leaves Ireland and travels
around various cities, finds a new sweetheart this leaving the girl he left pining. She dies
of a broken heart. The song is also known by the name of “Peggy Walker.”

Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie
The present song was taken from an old sailor’s tune “Sailor’s Grave” or ‘The
Ocean Burial. The beginning lyrics: “Bury me not in the deep, deep sea, where the seasnakes will hiss in his hair and the billowy shroud will roll over him.” In ‘Prairie’ “bury
me not on the lone prairie, where the rattlesnakes hiss and the coyote will howl over me.”
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It appeared in print as we know it was in 1932 possibly in North Carolina. The present
version is a sailor that becomes a cowboy

Red River Valley
This song refers to a love affair between a school teacher and a cowboy. The duo
met in the west and it was the schoolteacher that was returning to her home in the east.
The cowboy sings his plea in this song but to no avail. While most people think the Red
River Valley is in the west but in the north central area of Manitoba, Canada and both
North Dakota South Dakota and Minnesota. Years later they met, married and sang
western songs for many years. Speculation is that the song was written during the time of
the Wolseley Expedition to the northern Red River Valley in Manitoba dated 1870. The
song appears with the title In the Bright Mohawk Valley, published in New York in 1896
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The Wayfaring Stranger
This is a spiritual/folk song about a plaintive soul on his journey through life in all
its trails and tribulations of life. Home, in the song is heaven where he will be meeting his
father, etc. in the afterlife. The song is often referred to as a ‘white’ spiritual.

Oh My Darling, Clementine
This song is an American western folk ballad and is credited to Percy Montrose or
Barker Bradford. It is thought that the song is based on “Down by the River Liv’d a
Maiden. It is about a bereaved lover reminiscing about his darling, the daughter of a gold
rush miner. It is thought to be based on an old Spanish balled made sung by Mexican
miners

Blow the Man Down

This is an old sea shanty and refers to the process of knocking a man off his feet
in a fight. The street mentioned in the text (Paradise Street) is in Liverpool, England. The
street was frequented by sailors whose ship docked at this English port. The
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Black Ball refers to fast packet ship of the American Black Ball Line that sailed
between New York and Liverpool.
For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow

This song is also known as “The Bear Went Over the Mountain.” It is the tradition
to sing this song to congratulate a person when he does something worthwhile. There are
many special occasions that this song is sung. The melody originated from the French
song “Marlbrough s’en va-t-en guerre.” This French song was said to have been
composed the night after the Battle of Malplaquet in 1709.
Polly Wolly Doodle

This song first appeared in a Harvard student songbook in 1880. It is sometimes
credited to Dan Emmett. It is a common children’s song. Little is known about its origin.
Here we go Round the Mulberry Bush
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Mulberry Bush (tree)

This is a children’s nursery rhyme that is said to have had its origin in Wakefield
prison in England. It is said that the female prisoners entertained their children by
walking around a mulberry bush within the prison walls.
The melody has been compared with the Christmas Carol “I Saw Three Ships,”
which was written centuries earlier (c350AD)
On Top of Old Smoky

A traditional folk song of America made popular (#1) in 1951 by the Weavers.
Most people believe the mountain (Old Smokey) is a peak in the Ozarks in the central
Appalachians. The tune is reminiscent of Scottish/Irish people who settled in this region
of the Ozarks. The most possible answer is the Clingman’s Dome, named “Smoky
Dome.”
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The Big Rock Candy Mountain

This is a song about a hobo’s idea of paradise. His vision of utopia is ‘a place
where hens lay soft boiled eggs,’ and he finds ‘cigarette trees.,’ Then there is mention of
certain things like police with wooden legs and jail bars made of tin that most people
would not think that they should exist in paradise but would appeal to one whose lifestyle
is less then honorable.
When used as a children song the cigarette tress become peppermint trees and the
streams of alcohol become streams of soda pop. The song dates to around the 1930s.
Harry McClintock is credited as having the first documented version of the song. There is
a copyright dated 1928 identifying the composer as Billy Mack. The most famous
recording is by Burl Ives in 1949
McClintock originally sang the song that described a child being recruited into
hobo life by tales of the ‘big rock candy mountain.’
Shenandoah – c19th Century
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The origin of this 19th century song is one of the traditional sea shanties of the era.
Given credit for its development was Philip Bliss (music), Ville de Harre and Horiatis
Gates Spafford (lyrics). Sailors of the Irish and/or the French Canadians sang this song as
a rowing shanty song. The Valley was named after an Indian chief who lived on the
Missouri River. It remains one of the oldest American folk songs.
Spafford lost the majority of his business and personal assets in the Chicago fire
of 1871. Within the year he lost all 4 daughters crossing the Atlantic with their mother in
a collision with another ship. When Spafford later sailed to the spot where their accident
happened, he was inspired to find peace within himself by penning a poem. Three years
later Philip Bliss set the poem to a melody he called “Ville de Havre,” named after the
ship that had the accident. Spafford also wrote the hymn “It is Well with My Soul.”
The name Shenandoah came from the name of the Indian tribe called the Senedos
who were of Shawnee and Algonquian extraction. Their land was just north of New
Market in the bottomland lying between Smith Creek and the North Fork of the
Shenandoah River in Virginia. Shenandoah means ‘daughter of the stars,’ and referred to
an old Senedos legend.
My Bonnie Lies over the Ocean
This is a traditional Scottish folk song. It is said to have had its origin with
Charles Edward Stuart, commonly known as Bonnie Prince Charlie. Charles was
involved in the attempt to restore the Stuarts to the English throne around 1745-46.

Billy Boy
A well-known American folk ballad the song is said to be related to the British
tune “Lord Randall. The last stanza is a math riddle as to how old the lady is in the song
and that she is older then the boy. Lord Randall was a ‘murder ballad’ Lord Randle is
poisoned by the lady he visits. In early America the bride should be capable of cooking
for her husband.
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John Henry
Social and commercial change often dictates the subject of songs, sometimes
protest songs and in this case the rising of machinery vs, manpower. John Henry is one of
the most famous legends during this era. It is said that it is a true account of a challenge
between a steel-driving machine and John Henry. It is the tale of a strong Negro worker
who accepted a challenge to find out whether a machine would replace human workers.
John Henry is said to have won by three inches but died shortly after the contest. This
contest took place at the Big Bend Tunnel, near Talcott, West Virginia. It was said that
the man in charge of the job had been approached to buy a steam drill that could work
day and night and never get tired. The boss said he would buy the machine if it could beat
his best steel driver, John Henry.
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Barbara Allen

As many folk songs are passed down orally this tune is said to be from the British
Isles. The theme of the lyrics concern a young man dying of unrequited love for a lass
named Barbara Allen. When called to his deathbed all she can say is “Young man, I think
you’re dying.” One account says that Barbara was stricken with grief and dies soon after.
Others explain that Barbara was cruel by mistakenly saying that the young man slighted
her first. We find mention of the song in Samuel Pepys dairy of 1666. He refers to the
song as “little Scotch song of ‘Barbary Allen.” A version of the song is found in Bishop
Percy’s songs of 1769.
Pop Goes the Weasel

Mostly known as a child’s nursery rhyme, in England the first lines are “All
around the cobbler’s bench.” In American it is “All around the Mulberry Bush.” The best
analysis is that the words describe the acts of weaving, sewing and spinning. The word
‘weasel’ was a machine used by cobblers that ‘popped’ when the spool was full of thread.
Some say that to ‘pop the weasel’ means to ‘pawn one’s coat. The meaning of ‘Eagle’
was seen in h the name of a London tavern and if one spent too much time at the tavern
and not enough at the cobbler’s bench.
Wait for the Wagons
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This American folk song was first popularized in the early 1850s. It was first
published in New Orleans with music by Wiesenthal and the lyrics attributed to an
unknown lady. It was copyrighted in 1850. There were different version in the west and
east and different composers are given. In Baltimore it was attributed to George P.
Knauff and the song was first performed by R. Bishop Buckley a member of a family
entertainment act called the Buckley Serenaders.
The theme of the song: The singer invites Phyllis to his place in the mountains
and describes his cabin and the open land surrounding it. While another suitor for the
hand of Phyllis offers wealth, our singer offers youth and health. He bids her to “Wait for
the wagon and we’ll all take a ride.”
If I Had a Hammer - 1949
Pete Seeger, Lee Hays, playing in the Weavers, a folk group, wrote the song to
support the emerging progressive movement, a movement that focused heavily on labor
right, and other things. The text of the song alludes to ‘Aqop’ the labor movement, taking
symbols from the work place and turning them into calls for action toward equality. It
speaks of people collectively using their voices to speak out on their own behalf. The last
verse reminds people that they already have a hammer, a bell and a song and it’s up to
them how they use those items. After the recording of Peter, Paul and Mary it had
evolved to fit the civil rights movement.

Down in the Valley & Birmingham Jail
This song is also known as “The Birmingham Jail written around 1910 but an
unknown composer. Down in the Valley is about a valley through which man passes as
he struggled with love for the soul of his woman. Both tunes were taken from the Irish
lullaby “Connemara Cradle Song.”
This lullaby is the name of a beautiful, rugged mountainous area on the western
coast of Ireland in Galway County. It was found that the tune is practically the same as
the American folk song ‘Birmingham Jail. The lyrics credited to Delia Murphy.
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Froggie Went a Courtin’
This song was first noticed in Wedderburn’s “Complaynt of Scotland in
1548 under the name “The Frog came to the Myl Dur.” This is like so many folk songs a
satire. Froggie goes to ask Miss Mouse to marry her. She is willing but must ask
permission of Uncle Rat. The rat’s permission received, the two work out the details of
the wedding.
Many claim that the English queen is the subject along with Franqois, Duke of
Angois while other claim it refers to some politicians.

Get Along Little Doggies
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Sweet Betsy from Pike
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This is a folk song about the American gold-rush and tells about the trails
of a pioneer lady named Betsy and her lover Ike. They migrate from Pike County to
California in the gold rush days. It was first printed in 1858, but was probably written a
few years earlier. It is believed that John Stone wrote much of the song. He was part of a
singing group “Te Sierra Nevada Rangers” who traveled from gold camp to gold camp to
entertain.
I Gave My Love a Cherry
This is an old folk song and like so many folk songs is a parable. It is more of a
psychological message, i.e. the date of a future occurrence that will never happen. It
might indicate a date when a man will stop loving the woman, such as when all the seas
go dry or when the black crow turns white, i.e. he will never stop loving her. It comes
from what was called “the Riddle Song.”
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Long, Long Ago

This song was composed in 1833 by Thomas Haynes Bayly and is an English folk
song. It was originally entitled The Long Ag. The name was changed when it was
published in a Philadelphia magazine around 1843. It achieved almost instant popularity
and was the most popular song in America in 1843. Bayly is well known for his famous
quote “Absence makes the heart grow fonder.”
Erie Canal

Erie Canal
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This song was written in 1905 by Thomas S. Allen soon after the canal barge
traffic was changed from mule to engine power. This helped the commerce but not
without some nostalgic, thus the song. Also know as “Low Bridge, Everybody Down,”
the song memorializes the years from 1825 to 1880 and like the railroad resulted in
‘boom’ towns along its route, the towns of Utica, Rome, Syracuse, Rochester and Buffalo
were transformed by their position on the canal to more prospective economic
communities. The mules had long been gone and the song moved from the category of
popular song to folk song.
The canals driving force was the Governor of New York, DeWitt Clinton and was
called “Clinton’s Folly.” The canal was 353 miles long going across rivers, through
stone, going through swamps and forests. It was by far the longest canal ever built. Its
purpose was to connect the Great Lakes with the Atlantic Ocean. The canal was started in
1817 and finished in 1825 at a cost of $7 million dollars. A large number of laborers died
of malaria and pneumonia when the work was centered in the swamps west of Syracuse.
The canal did have a good effect of changing America and thousands of immigrants
continued their journey from New York to points west. It also helped the commercial
status being able to move goods more quickly. It was also an economic success
and remained in use until 1994.
Personal note: Growing up in Washington D.C. my brother and I (with our
accordions) often played on the Potomac B & O Canal when an organization would have
a get together on a barge pulled by a mule. As the sun was setting we played the old time
songs with the people singing. Oh the good old days!
Hang Down Your Head Tom Dooley
First let me say that there was a real Tom Dula (Tom Dooley) and he was indeed
hanged for the murder of Laura Foster. While there are numerous accounts of the story
novelist Sharyn McCrumb is the most interesting. She took a trip to search for the real
story of the happening of the trial and hanging of Tom Dula. She met her friend David
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McPherson and together they unravel the story. They traveled down I-77 and other roads
to Wilkes County to Kerr Lake.
“It was the first love-triangle murder case to become national news. If your
information comes from the folk song then almost everything you know about this story
is wrong – beginning with the culprit’s name, which was spelled Dula, not Dooley. He
was hanged from a post near the train depot in Statesville in May, 1868, from the back of
a cart not a white oak tree.” When asked about if he killed his sweetheart he said, “I
wouldn’t bet on it.”
In the spring of 1865, when 20-year old Pvt. Tom Dula of the 42nd North Carolina
Infantry, released from a Union prison camp, returned to his mother’s house in the Reedy
Branch section of Wilkes County, near the Yadkin River, he rekindled his affair with Ann
Melton. The two had been lover before the war – back when Tom was 15.
Even then Ann was married to James Melton, a local farmer. According to court
testimony, Tom used to bed down with Ann while James slept alone a few feet away.
On March 1st 1866 Ann’s Cousin Pauline Foster arrived in Reedy Branch, and
began working as the Melton’s’ maid while she was being treated for syphilis. In court
Pauline testified that Ann had told her to have sex with Tom in the barn so that people
would not suspect that Ann herself was involved with him. So Tom got syphilis from
Pauoine, and then I suppose he gave it to Ann. Tom also slept with Cousin Laura Foster.
Well, people have always said that Tom blamed Laura for giving him syphilis.

We further know that Laura Foster stole her father’s horse and said that she was
eloping to Tennessee. She was never seen again. So they started searching for Laura’s
body. Pauline drunk, accused Ann and Tom of killing Laura. But they arrested Pauline,
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who promptly turned state’s evidence, and led them to a clearing where she claimed that
Ann had told her the body was buried. When the searchers found the shallow grave under
some bushes, they arrested Ann as Tom’s accomplice. Laura had been stabbed one
through the heart.
Tom’s trial dragged on for two years, while Ann waited in the Wilkes county jail
for her turn. He was found guilty, and sentenced to hang. After his appeals were
exhausted and an escape attempt foiled, he seemed to realize that his death was
inevitable, so on that last night, he wrote out a confession, saying that he had acted alone
in the killing of Laura Foster. Ann was set free, but she died in a fever two years later,
raving about seeing demon cats around her bed.
I said, “Okay, suppose Tom really loved Laura, and he was eloping with her, so
Ann got jealous and killed her?” Davis said, “Bet if Ann had killed the woman Tom
loved, then why would he spend his last night on earth writing a confession that would
free Ann?” Laura had been little loved and scarcely missed. Why would anybody bother
to kill her? When eating lunch they asked the waitress if she knew anything about the
Tom Dula case?” she quickly remarked, “Ann did it.”
The best known recording that made the song a national hit was the Kingston Trio
in 1957.
Alan Lomax gives Frank Proffitt credit for the original source for the song. There
is an earlier recording by Grayson (the man who captured Dula) made in 1929.
Worried Man Blues (It takes a worried man to sing a worried song)
The origin of this song is lost in the fog of 19th century folk music. It was
recorded as early as 1930. The more famous recordings were by the Carter Family,
Woody Guthrie and the Kingston Trio.
Stand By Me
This is a ‘modern’ folk song written by guitarist Noel Gallagher of the British
rock group ‘Oasis.’ Noel claims that he wrote the song while suffering from food
poisoning on his first move to London. Noel’s mother would phone Noel to keep check
on him and kept reminding him to eat properly. With his mother’s message in mind he
cooked himself a proper English Sunday dinner which ironically resulted in food
poisoning.
Sixteen Tons
The motivation for this song came from Cliffie Stone after hearing the success of
folk song album by Burl Ives and asked Merle Travis to write some songs that sounded
folky. The night before the recording Travis wrote three songs, one of them “Sixteen
Tons.”
The idea for the song came from a letter Travis received from his brother
lamenting the death of journalist Ernie Pyle in the Second World War. He related that
incident and thought “it’s like working the coal mines. You load sixteen tons and what do
you get” etc. The inspiration also came from a remark his father made. He said, when
asked how he was doing. He said, “I can’t afford to die. I own my soul to the company
store.
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The song almost immediately drew controversy. In the atmosphere of that era
with the Cold War hysteria (late 40s) some in government saw the song dealt with
workers’ woes and looked at folk song writers as potentially subversive. This went so far
as to have FBI agents advised a radio station not to play Travis’ records because they
considered him a ‘communist sympathizer. This was of course, not true. Capitol Records
had Ernie Ford record the song and it became #1 and sold over one million records.
Travis was immortalized by Ford’s success and when doing the song himself he sang “I
owe my soul…to Tennessee Ernie Ford.

Streets of Laredo – (Cowboy’s Lament)
This is the story, in song, of a cowboy that met a violent death. The city of Laredo
is found in southern Texas. Scholars say that it is based on a 17th century Irish ballad that
was about a soldier who died of syphilis. It was entitled “The Unfortunate Rake and dates
from the 1790s. There are many versions of this ballad. One is located at the St. James
Hospital. Alan Lomax, the folk scholar states that the song spread to America around
1830 and was entitled “The Bad Girl’s Lament.” There is a rowdy sailor’s version
entitled “Wrap Me Up in My Tarpaulin Jacket.” The song “The Unfortunate Rake”
survived on its own right and was the inspiration for the song “St. James Infirmary.”
Lumberjacks had their own version entitled “The Wild Lumberjack.”
Francis Henry Maynad claimed he was the author and wrote the words to the
“Cowboy’s Lament” in 1876 when he was employed by the Kansas-Indian Territory
railroad line. It is said to be based on the song “The Dying Girl’s Lament and changed the
scene from the hospital to a barroom in Dodge City. Later the location was moved to
Laredo.

Loch Lomond
Loch Lomond is the largest loch (lake) in Scotland between the counties of
Dunbartnshire & Stirlingshire. The original author of the poem is unknown. There are a
number of stories about the theme of the poem. While they differ in some ways their
subject is the same. I shall give the one that seems to explain the theme best. There were
2 brothers that were captured (some say they were soldiers and followers of Prince
Charles). One was sentenced to die and the other reprieved. The Youngest brother chose
his older brother to live. The younger brother takes the ‘low road’ (the death or spiritual
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road) and the older brother the high road. The younger brother’s spirit will reach Loch
Lomond in spirit faster then the older brother taking the high road. The younger brother
laments his sweetheart who he will ‘never meet again’ because of his death.
It was the Celtic belief that if someone died away from his homeland then the
fairies would provide a route of his soul to return home.
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Drury Theater

The Flower-Blue Bells

Blue Bells of Scotland

It is said that the tune was by a school master from Dunfermline named George
Thompson (11757-1851). After completing the tune he paid Austrian Joseph Haydn to
write a tune. Its debut was at Drury Lane Theatre in Edinburgh in 1800 and sung by
Dorothea Jordan (Mistress of William the IV). Together they had 10 children. It was then
called “Blue Bells of Tothill Fields,” and seemed to refer to the flower the ‘blue bell’
much like we use a rose to depict themes in America. It was about a convict that was
being transported to Botany Bay. The present lyrics were written by Mrs. Annie Grant
(1799) on the departure for Holland of the Marquess of Huntly with his regiment.
Another version was written to persuade soldiers that it’s quite noble to die for
one’s country. There have been parodies of Jordan’s song. One version refers to a young
Scotsman going off to fight for King and country during the French Revolutionary and
Napoleonic Wars (1792-1815).
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St James Infirmary
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